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MARKETING MANAGEMENT 
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The candidates shall limit their answers precisely within the 
answer-book (40 pages) issued to them and no supplementary/ 
continuation sheet will be issued.
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Note: There are nine question in all. Question number one is 
compulsory having ten short questions of two marks 
each. The candidate will be required to attempt one 
question from each unit and each question carries 
equal marks. (15 Marks).
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Compulsory Question 
(3<Pwi4 -SIFT)

1. Answer the following in brief:
(a) Brand equity.
(b) Market positioning.
(c) Compensatory decision rule.
(d) Market-skimming pricing.
(e) Retailing.
(f) Supply chain management.
(g) Price discrimination.
(h) Packaging
(i) Wholesaling.
(j) Product width.
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UNIT-I

2. Explain the consumer decision process. Also explain the 
factors which affect the consumer decision process.
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3. How can firms use customer demographics like income, 
market size, education and ethnicity to market to their 
customer base?
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UNIT-II 
(^Elf-II)

4. What are the main stages in developing new products and 
services? What is the best way to manage the generation of 
new ideas?
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5. Explain the role of the brand for the customer as well as for 
the owners. What is the best way to manage the 
commercialization of new products?
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UNIT-III

6. What are some of the important issues in wholesaling ? What 
does the future hold for private label brands ?
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7. Explain the various factors which should be considered while 
making a choice of distribution channel ?
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UNIT-IV 
(^ri-iv)

8. What steps are required in developing an advertising 
program ? How should marketers choose advertising media 
and measure their effectiveness ?
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9. How sales promotion decisions should be made ? How can 
companies exploit the potential of public relations ?
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